This is the version for use in a Training session
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Since September 2014 children throughout Key Stage 2 have been learning a new
language and, for many, for the first time.

1. How can we, as teachers, help children in our classes to become successful
language learners?
2. How can we help them to engage with the new language and be curious
about how it works? Next slide
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As teachers, we work hard to encourage curiosity in our pupils, but helping children
discover ‘how a language works’ can be daunting. Many primary class teachers will lack
confidence in their own knowledge of the new language. This session has been
designed to support, encourage and empower teachers so that they can begin to give
children some understanding of the workings of the new language they are learning.
The title of this module is: Grammar
1. Give teachers 3 mins to discuss with a partner/group what the word grammar, when
associated with a foreign language, means to them? What memories, emotions
does this term evoke?
2.

Invite a few responses Next slide
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1. In many ways, grammar challenges teachers rather than the learners,
particularly in KS2. Some will have learnt a language where grammar was
introduced more or less in a particular way, i.e. verbs in the present tense
first then in the past, then in the future. But the past tense is not necessarily
more difficult to form and use. Children accept things as they are. In KS2 and
particularly lower KS2 we are not normally teaching grammar explicitly; it's
the syntax that counts, so that children get used to the structure of
sentences. That's when they begin to notice the position of adjectives, or,
perhaps in the case of German, the change in the indefinite article. But we
wouldn't be telling them it's the accusative case till much later, perhaps ‐
possibly, in Year 6. Look at suggestions on slide above. Some teachers will
remember grammar dominating language lessons, with less emphasis on speaking
and listening. Others may have had very little grammar in their language lessons,
and it may be quite a mystery to them. What can make these teachers insecure in
their teaching, is that they have not had the opportunity themselves to explore
grammar and unlock the key to finding out how a new language works.
2. Is anxiety due to the word ‘grammar’ itself? Ask if there are any teachers who are
familiar with the KS2 Framework which provided national guidelines on language
learning in KS2 until recently. (Many teachers may still be using it and it still has
much to support the new POS) Grammar came under the strand Knowledge About
Language. Is this a preferable term?
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3. The point of this brief discussion is to allay fears teachers may have about the
expectations of the new curriculum to teach ‘grammar’. You may have an audience
who are very comfortable with the term, in which case no need to dwell on this slide!
Next slide
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Resources: Sheet Activity 1
1. What makes a successful language learner?
2. Give out sheet labelled Activity 1. Allow no more than 10 mins for this activity.
3. In pairs, teachers read through the characteristics and highlight which three are
most important to them. There are no right answers and, in fact, we would want all
of them for our KS2 learners but this activity is to focus teachers’ minds on the role
of grammar and the contribution it has to make. No need to take feedback but the
activity is a way in to describe the aim of this session ie grammar plays a key part in
developing those vital characteristics. (The characteristics have been selected and
adapted from Making and Marking Progress (Asset Languages) which was sent to all
schools in hardback copy in 2010 – they have now been archived) Next slide
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Resources: Sheet Resource 1 – for end of session
1. The complete programme of study is not included here, but you may wish to give
teachers a copy for their reference at the end of the session. See Resource 1.
2. Ask teachers if they are familiar with the new POS. It has 12 objectives and, at first
glance, looks very brief. There is no exemplification – this is for publishers and
teachers! However, a closer look shows that there is a lot contained within the
objectives, particularly in the objective relating specifically to grammar.
3. Point out that in KS2 we are introducing grammar gradually, step by step with lots of
reinforcement and hand in hand with speaking, listening, reading and writing. We
are helping children to understand some of the key features of the new language
which will serve as a foundation for secondary school. There will be plenty more for
them to find out about in KS3!
4. The POS is not very specific about which elements of grammar should be taught and
when, other than feminine, masculine etc forms, how to conjugate high frequency
verbs (eg how verb endings change according to 1st/2nd/3rd person singular/plural)
5. How can we know which are the key features and patterns? Next slide
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Introduce grammar when …
When opportunity presents itself
We want to build on children’s enjoyment of learning a new language, so we wouldn’t
begin with a grammar point. We want to find opportunities to teach grammar through a
song, rhyme, story, role play, non‐fiction text that the children are currently studying.
This places the grammar within a familiar and engaging context and the vocabulary,
language structures will be known to them.

When it is age‐appropriate
Children will arrive In Year 3 with the following terminology from literacy: word,
sentence, letter, capital letter, full stop, punctuation, singular, plural, question
mark, exclamation mark, verb, tense (past, present), adjective, noun, suffix,
apostrophe, comma. In Year 3 they will cover: word family, conjunction, adverb,
preposition, direct speech, inverted commas (or “speech marks”), prefix,
consonant, vowel, consonant letter, vowel letter, clause, subordinate clause Year
4: pronoun, possessive pronoun, adverbial Year 5: relative clause, modal verb,
relative pronoun, parenthesis, bracket, dash, determiner, cohesion, ambiguity
Year 6: active and passive voice, subject and object, hyphen, colon, semi‐colon,
bullet points, synonym and antonym.
No need to go through this other than to highlight that children coming into Year
3 will have some understanding of plurals, verbs, adjectives and nouns but they
won’t meet the term pronoun until Year 4. That’s not to say Year 3 can’t look at
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pronouns and how they are different, but teachers will need to think of ways in
which to explain how they are different in terms which Year 3 will understand.
Primary class teachers will be expert at knowing which terminology is right for
their class.
NB: Just because children might have encountered the grammatical terminology
in English by specific years does not mean that they are fully confident with it, or
its meaning. Surface level meanings do persist, e.g. a verb is a ‘doing word’ but
recognising one in a sentence in English or any other language may not yet be
something learners can do.
When links can be made with English curriculum
Revisiting/reinforcing grammar in a new context (through the new language) can be very
beneficial to children who may not have grasped the concepts in their English literacy and
also for EAL learners. However, it is important to make the links explicit.
When it provided a chance for challenge
Provide opportunities for children to become ‘language detectives’. Rather than
explaining how and why a word is written/pronounced as it is, give children the chance to
look for patterns, devise rules themselves. Emphasise the importance of letting

children experiment and therefore make mistakes; these can be rectified with time
and experience.
With these key points in mind, what is the best approach to teaching grammar? What is
good primary practice? Next slide
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1. Hopefully, teachers will have seen how primary school children enjoy learning songs,
playing games, reading stories in the new language. We want to maintain this
enthusiasm for grammar teaching.
2. This session aims to show teachers how they can highlight and teach grammar
through the songs, stories etc the children are already learning, so that the grammar
is not seen as a ‘bolt‐on’ but very much as part of the whole language learning
experience. Next slide
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1. Although French, German and Spanish have their own unique grammar, there are
areas/concepts shared by all three. Perhaps the first ‘key feature’ of focus in French,
Spanish and German is gender. For English speaking children the idea that everyday
words can be either masculine or feminine will be completely new. If children
become familiar with the notion of the importance of gender, they will have less
trouble understanding later on the influence that gender has on many other aspects
of the new language eg adjectives have to agree with the gender of the noun.
2. In groups, ask teachers to discuss how they introduce gender to their class. How do
they explain gender? What is the terminology used to describe gender? Do teachers
use the words masculine and feminine?
3. Allow 5 minutes for discussion, followed by 5 minutes for whole group to share their
ideas, comments. Draw attention to use of ‘boy/girl’ words. Can be confusing e.g. I
am a boy so why is my mouth feminine? I have a pet rabbit that has just had babies
so why is it le lapin? Colour coding to help reinforce gender of nouns is helpful, but
perhaps avoid using pink? Next slide
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Next slide
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1. The story of The Four Friends will be your main resource for this session. It has been
selected as it is available in three languages and provides an example of how you
can use a familiar song, story to highlight grammar. The Four Friends is taken from
Unit 5 of the QCA Scheme of Work for Languages at KS2 – a unit designed for Year 3.
Reassure teachers that although the story may seem long to them, it is very
repetitive. Different language versions are available from the Blog, for you to select
from.
2. For the purposes of the module, we have ‘exploited’ the story fully to illustrate a
range of grammar points for the purpose of this module. As teachers, they may
choose just to focus on one area of grammar with their class. Next slide
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Resources: There are 4 PowerPoint presentations provided on the Blog. Les quatre
amis is a ppt with sound and text. Los cuatro amigos and Die vier Freunde are in Spanish
and German with text. There is no sound for Spanish and German. The fourth
powerpoint can be used for all languages and it has neither text nor sound.
1. Read the story to your group in either French, German or Spanish. On first telling,
encourage teachers to join in with Knock, knock.
2. Ask teachers to briefly describe what is happening in the story to check
understanding. Next slide
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Resources:
Flashcards of four animals, whiteboards, music, text cards for four nouns (animals), text
cards of definite articles to match nouns, large foam dice
The activities described in the next few slides have been designed for children. You can
decide which activities you would like teachers to take part in and which to describe.
• Introduce the main characters using images of the horse, the sheep, the rabbit and
the mouse.
• Practise pronunciation of animals with definite article eg le cheval, le lapin, le
mouton, la souris
• Display written version on the board. Point to cheval, lapin, mouton, souris and
check meaning is clear.
• Now point to le and check for meaning and repeat for la – establish that both mean
‘the’.
• Rather than give an explanation for the two forms of definite article, invite
suggestions from children. Ask teachers for the sort of responses they might get to
this question

NB: Spanish ‐ The suffixes –ito and –ita have been used instead of the word for
small (pequeño (m) pequeña (f) )(they also denote affection and are often used
to refer to something cute). The final vowel is dropped before adding the suffix.
Sometimes the suffix –cito or –cita is used. Whilst there is not an exact rule
governing which to use, ‐ito and –ita tend to follow words ending in a vowel or –
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te, whilst –cito/‐cita and –ecito/–ecita are used for other words. If teachers prefer
they could use eg el caballo pequeño instead. German – there are three genders –
masculine (indicated by der), feminine (die) and neuter (das) German nouns but
only 2 used here. You might like to take this opportunity to introduce the third
(der). ‘If there was a dog in this story, it would be der Hund. In German there are
three words for the’. Alternatively, you may decide to wait to introduce ‘der’
when it next occurs in context. An additional focus for German would be to highlight
that nouns are written with a capital letter. Next slide
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Resources: whitepaper or whiteboards, text cards for animal words and definite
articles, music, large foam dice covered with selection of articles, images of
animals, video clip Gender
• Write it down : To help reinforce gender of each noun, call out one of the
animals and ask children to write the article on their whiteboards. Some children
may find it easier to hold up a text card
• Find your partner: Give each child either (i)one of the animal words or (ii) definite
article as a text card. Play some music. When the music stops children have to find a
partner to match their card.
• Roll the dice: Prepare a large foam dice by putting a definite article on each face.
Display images of 4 animals. Roll the dice. Ask children to suggest an animal to
match the article. This can be played as a team game with a member for each team
touching the correct noun.
• Write the number: Display either images or words of animals. Next to each
image/word write a number. Children divide their mini whiteboards into columns –
one for masc definite article and one for fem. They look at the nouns on the board
and write the numbers in the corresponding column. NB For German, there will be
three columns if teachers have decided to introduce der in addition to die and das.
• Slow reveal: Slow reveal tools on interactive whiteboards can also be used. As
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image/word is revealed, children call out their suggestion for correct article.
• Gender in action – watch video clip ‘Gender”
• Allow teachers 10 mins to reflect on the activities and to discuss with in small group (i)
would these work with all year groups (ii) how might they adapt them (ii) can they
suggest other activities which have worked well

Emphasise to teachers that although we want to encourage children to learn the correct
article alongside each noun, it is the concept of gender that is really important here. Next
slide
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Children ready for additional challenge, and familiar with bilingual dictionaries, could be
shown how to identify whether a noun is mas., fem. and additionally for German neu.
As children gain in confidence in their use of bilingual dictionaries, opportunities in
other language sessions and during the school day, will present themselves. “I’m not
sure whether souris is le or la. Can you check this for me?’
NB: For Spanish: Children will not find caballito in the dictionary but they will find

caballo which is horse without the ‘little’ suffix caballito. Teachers will need to
decide whether to introduce the animal nouns without the suffix or to select new
animals for this dictionary activity.
Next slide
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1. Write up the title of the story ‘The Four Friends’ in French, German or Spanish as
appropriate for your group. Circle Les, Die, Los. Ask children to give the title in
English. In English, we only have one word for the – it never changes but in German
etc. we know they have more than one word for ‘the’.
2. Which word means ‘the’ in Spanish, French, German title? How might we pronounce
this word? So in French and Spanish there is another word for ‘the’. When do we
use this? We want to encourage children to work out here that ‘friends’ is a plural
noun and so the definite article changes rather than simply telling them this. For
Spanish, if the plural noun is feminine eg señoras, the article becomes las. However,
for younger children, it might be worth waiting to introduce this form until the
children meet a feminine, plural noun. ‘That’s interesting I thought the word plural
nouns was los, but here it is las. I wonder why?’ For German the plural definite
article is always die. So die can be used with plural and singular nouns. (Teachers
will know which terminology is appropriate for their class although Year 3 should be
familiar with the word plural). How will children know then if the noun is singular or
plural?
3. A natural progression would be to begin to look at how plurals are formed in the
new language. Look again at the title and practise pronunciation. What do children
think the title would be if the story was called ‘One Friend’. Write One Friend in
French etc. and compare with Four Friends. How do we make the word ‘friend’
plural?
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4. As in English, French, German and Spanish plurals are formed in different ways. Here
for French and Spanish, as in the simple plural in English, an ‘s’ has been added. The
simple plural in German is formed by adding ‘e’ eg die Freunde. Ask children to work
in pairs to describe how to make a noun plural. Of course, if children have met other
plurals, there may be an opportunity to look at alternative plural endings, making the
point to children that although we often add ‘s’, we also have nouns that do not
follow this rule eg mouse/mice.
5. Having looked at how plurals are made in the written form, practise listening to Les
quatre amis, Los cuatro amigos, Die vier Freunde. What helps children to hear the
plural? In French it is the definite article ‘ les’. Pronunciation of ami/amis does not
change. In Spanish it is definite article ‘los’ and pronunciation of ‘s’ in amigos. In
German it is the pronunciation of the ‘e’ in Freunde. Next slide
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Resources: access to Internet
1. In the new BBC series for KS2 language learners, ‘Virtually There’ – new BBC
programme for KS2 learners there are songs in all three languages which focus on
the definite article. Next slide
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1. Next slide
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Resources: Text cards for Human Phrases, envelopes, hoops, word cards for phrases eg
le cheval noir, music, Adjectives film clip
The story of The Four Friends provides teachers with opportunities to look at adjectives
– the little black horse, the beautiful, red apple.
1. Allow teachers 5 minutes to discuss and feedback if they have focused on adjectives
in their language lesson and approaches they have used.
2. The Programme of Study does not specify which key patterns and features of
language should be taught in Year 3,4, 5 and 6. It is therefore left to teachers to
decide which aspects of grammar are suitable for the children in their class. If we go
back to the characteristics of language learners we looked at earlier, the following
two are helpful here: noticing patterns; noticing differences and wanting to

create more interesting sentences.
3. So perhaps in Year 3, teachers would be aiming to encourage children to (a)
identify an adjective in French etc (b) notice that sometimes the adjective
comes after a noun which is different to English (c). Perhaps in Year 4 we
would want children to notice how the spelling of familiar adjectives eg
colours can change and why that might be. By Year 5/6 we might think it
appropriate for children to begin to have an understanding of position and
agreement of familiar adjectives and begin to apply them? As you go through
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activities, invite teachers to comment on suitability. Of course it is not simply
about year groups, teachers will also need to consider how much language
learning children have experienced in their school and also what the children
notice themselves.
4. To return to The Four Friends, you might like to revise the approach being
suggested in this module i.e. it is the context of the story which is leading the
grammar. The following activities are recommended when children have
listened to the story for a few times and are familiar with its content. They will
have seen some of the story in written form.
• Word order ‐ Display the following sentences in the languages most
appropriate to your group: le cheval noir/le mouton blanc/la souris marron/le
lapin gris. As a class, practise pronunciation and invite volunteers to come to
the board to write each phrase in English. Ask volunteers to underline the
adjectives in French and English and invite comments from the class. What you
are hoping children will notice here is that, in this story, French and Spanish
adjectives of colour come after the noun. NB German adjectives come before
the noun as they do in English. What is different is that the spelling of the
colour word changes according to the gender of the animal, so your focus here
will be on agreement of adjectives. See German adjectives below.
• Watch Adjectives film clip
• Human phrases – Invite a selection of children to the front and give them each a piece
of A4 paper with one of the phrase words eg le, mouton, blanc. Children arrange
themselves in correct order to build a phrase. (For younger children you may wish to
do this using picture cards rather than word cards).
• Make a phrase ‐ This activity needs to be played in the hall. Place an envelope with
individual word cards for one of the phrases in a hoop. Play some music. In groups of
four children move around the room until the music stops. They then find a hoop and
make their phrase. Invite one or two groups to read their phrase aloud.
• German adjectives: Activities will have a different focus. (1) children are given
phrases in an envelope e.g. Das kleine, schwarze Pferd. They read their phrase aloud
and identify the two adjectives in their phrase (2) display four colour words on the
board – grau, weiβ, braun, schwarz – also display four phrases relating to animals and
their colour eg die braune Maus. Ask children to describe what they notice. Give
them some other colours eg rot, blau. Extension: How would children write the red
horse, the blue sheep in German? Next slide
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The remaining part of this session is for pair/group work. Remind teachers of the
grammar areas covered so far in this session.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gender of nouns
Definite article (singular)
Definite article (plural)
Looking at plurals
Identifying adjectives
Word order for colour adjectives – French and Spanish
Agreement of adjectives ‐ German

Next slide
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The task for teachers is to suggest other areas of grammar which could be highlighted
from story, either to extend above grammar or introduce new areas. You could set up
this activity in the following ways: allocate one of the areas below to pairs/small groups
of teachers or ask teachers to consider how they would build on previous areas and look
for potential new elements of grammar. Below are listed how teachers could continue
to exploit this resource.
Definite/indefinite article
Children can be confused as to when to use eg un/une and le/la. Having looked at use
of masculine, feminine and neuter forms of the definite article, teachers might like to
see how indefinite article is affected by gender. The indefinite article is used for
unspecified people, objects, ideas. Perhaps a way to explain the difference in this
context would be: ‘Draw the horse/mouse/rabbit/sheep’ compared with Draw a
horse/mouse/rabbit/sheep.
A simple question and answer routine can draw out this more clearly too. I.e. an
identification question – What is it? It is a horse. ¿Qué es? Es un caballo. This can be
followed by a description question: What colour is the horse? ¿Qué color es el
caballo? El caballo es negro.
The indefinite articles are in German ein (m), eine (f), ein (n); Spanish un/una; French
un/une. NB: Teachers may consider whether or not they should display ‘einen’ for
masc. nouns instead of ein, as this is how they will see e.g. ein Pferd in context. Ich
habe einen Pferd.
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Plurals
Extend children’s understanding of how plurals are formed by looking at how the four
animal words become plural. A nice activity is to group children into teams and give
them some commands eg Les lapins – levez‐vous! Revise with children how the word
friend was made plural. French – give children the two animals lapin, mouton to make
plural. These words simply add ‘s’. Now look at the word cheval. Invite suggestions –
children will probably be expecting to add ‘s’ but in fact the ending is aux – chevaux.
(words ending in ‘l’ have aux endings although there are exceptions). What about souris?
Do they think this word adds ‘s’ for plural? Can children pronounce this word with an
extra ‘s’? As souris ends in ‘s’ no need to add another. Spanish – as cabello, conejo,
oveja end in a vowel, add ‘s’. As ratón ends in a consonant add –es and omit the accent
ie ratones. German –making plurals in German can be complex. However, what we want
children to begin to see are the different ways in which plurals are formed in German
with the animals in the story. Add ‘e’ to Schaf and Pferd as in Freund, but nothing to

Kaninchen. Maus? Add an umlaut and e ‐ die Mäuse.
From time to time when new nouns are added, teachers can lead children into
broadening their range of plurals by asking ‘I wonder what we would say if there
was more than one ……’ ‘I wonder how we would make that noun plural’.
Question forms
Turning statements to questions using rising intonation – Le cheval galope?/¿El caballo

salta ?/Galoppiert das Pferd?
Punctuation of questions – particularly interesting in Spanish
Forming the negative
French: How to form negative with ne and pas eg le cheval ne galope pas. German:
Forming a negative sentence with nicht ‐ by placing nicht after the verb e.g. das Pferd

hüpft nicht. Spanish – forming a negative sentence by placing no in front of the
verb ‐ el conejo no galopa. Human sentences can help children with word order when
forming the negative.

Adjectives
French: Not all adjectives follow the noun – eg Quelle belle pomme rouge – some
precede it but colour adjectives always follow the noun.
Spanish: As in French, adjectives of colour come after the noun and when two or
more adjectives of similar importance describe something, they go after the noun
eg una manzana gorda y roja. However not all adjectives come after the noun eg
un bonito manzano.
A good way to develop children’s understand position of adjectives is to think
about their position as and when the children meet them, rather than overload
children with rules. ‘This is interesting – we thought adjectives came after the
noun but what do we notice about belle?’
German: Adjectives come before.
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Agreement of adjectives
Spanish: colours may change their spelling according to the noun they are
describing. Colours describing feminine nouns (la) usually change the o to a,
unless the colour ends in e or a consonant. Colours describing plural nouns add s,
if the adjective ends in a vowel. If the adjective ends in a consonant, es is added.
It is useful to limit agreeement of adjectives to the context: eg El caballito negro;
la ovejita blanca.
French: Some colours may change their spelling according to the noun i.e.
whether it is feminine, plural or feminine plural. In the story, the colour of the
mouse is marron. This doesnot change so teachers will need to think whether or
not to highlight this.
If children have heard the word beau before, teachers could explain that belle is
the feminine form of this adjective. If they have not met the word beau, wait until
this arises in another context.
German – this has already been looked at earlier in the presentation. Children
could look at endings of all adjectives in the story and notice how they change.
Teachers might like to draw attention to sentences where the adjective comes
after and does not, then, need to agree. Das Pferd ist schwarz.
Next slide
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The aim of this session has been to show teachers how they can embed grammar into
language learning and how to make grammar of the new language accessible and
enjoyable for young learners. Grammar? Youpi! Hurra! ¡Yupi!

End of presentation.
Please remind participants that all of the Resources for the session are available from
the ALL Connect blog , if they wish to review or use them, and that an Action Plan is
also there if they wish to take things further.
Also resources contributed by other Language teachers on this theme are available
from the ALL Grammar wiki (link also from the Blog.)
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